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Producing Organized Written Work 
 

General Information:  Students that produce work that is messy or unorganized often can be 

a result of poor overall body awareness and/or poor visual perception. 

 

Instructional Recommendations: 
 

●For students who use too much pencil pressure resulting in broken pencils, torn paper, 
or holes in their paper: 

▪You can try using a pencil grip.  Providing a wider grip can often help relax a 
student’s grasp on their pencil resulting in better control of pencil pressure.   

▪You can also try thickening the paper by gluing it to construction paper for extra 
support or putting their worksheets on tagboard/card stock. 

▪Try using a mechanical pencil.  The lead will break easily with excess force, so it 
will help train the student on what pencil force is appropriate. 

 

●For students who struggle with organizing their work on the page: 
▪Try using graph paper for math.  The boxes should provide a visual cue for 
numeral placement. 
▪Highlight the margins – green on the left for the starting point and red on the right 
for the stopping point. 

▪Try using a “Window” – cut a rectangular hole in an index card, piece of card 
stock or cardboard the average size of a word or sentence.  This can be put on 
their paper and moved as needed. 
▪For spacing strategies see the “Poor Spacing” information sheet. 
▪For concerns regarding letter formation or poor orientation of letters to the given 
lines, please refer to the “Poor Letter Formation” information sheet. 

 

Additional Classroom Activities or Strategies to Support the Development of the Skill: 
 

●Incorporate games or exercises that encourage attention to detail, accuracy, 
precision, and neatness (i.e. Bean bag games, Hopscotch, Pick-Up Sticks, etc.) 
 

 

 
 

 


